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Introduction

We are conscious that the material reviewed in this paper represents an incomplete survey of the
field of technology in home economics. In the time available it was not possible to track down
evay reference we came across. We are, however, grateful to those whom we contacted,
initially by telephone. Many provided us with detailed information at that time; others responded
by sending us copies of their reports, pupil materials and other documents. Unfortunately, some
of the ptemised documents failed to arrive in time to be considered in the compilation of this
review. We trust that we have reported accurately the information which we received from a
wide selection of sources. The interpretations placed on that material, however, remain our
own.

In Part 1 of the paper we review the many available definitions of 'technology' and attempt to
synthesise what 'technology' is. This proved to be a more difficult task than might have at first
appeared but we were able to identify five 'defining attributes' of technology which provide a
strucuire for the subsequent discussion.

Part 2 elaborates on the nature of home economics as currently taught in Scottish secondary
schools. Our task in Part 3 is to explore how 'technology' as we have interpreted it, might, in
general terms, be integrated into home economics courses without damaging the subject's
integrity.

Part 4 is essentially a compendium of examples of technology in home economics. Information
has been collected from journal articles and other publishW sources, from work pioceeding in
Scottish education authorities and from a number of initiatives and projects underway in
England and Wales.

In Part 5 we briefly consider the implications for individual home economics teachers, for the
profession as a whole and for education authorities and other bodies of placing home economics
in the 'technological activities and applications mode'.

Appendices provide detailed information on definitions of both technology and home
economics, the aims and objectives of courses in the latter and some suggestions for teachers.
Finally there is an extensive, though necessarily incomplete, bibliography of works consulted
during the preparation of this paper.

Our thanks are due to Janet Chambers, research assistant at SCRE, for making many of the
preliminary contacts with practitioners, to Kay Young for typing the document and to John
Herdman and Anne Bankowska for proof reading. We are also grateful to home economists and
others, too numerous to mention individually, who provided us with information in person, by
telephone, by letter and by sending us copies of their documents and materials relating to this
topic.

III
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Part 1: What is technology?

The importance of technology in the curriculum

Recent years have seen increasing claims for the importance of technology in the curriculum.
The Consultative Committee on the Curriculum's ( ) Education for an Industrial Society
Project, the Technical and Vocational Education Initiative (TVEI), the introduction of a
Technological Activities and Applications mode, die increasing use of SCOTVEC modules in
schools and the ad9ent of Standard Grade Technological Studies are all indicators of the trend.

Many of the arguments in support of such developments have been vocational in orientation.
The C.omminee on Secondary Education (COSE) Discussion Paper (1985), for example, based
its case for the inclusion of technology in the secondary curriculum primarily on the national
need for adaptable young people educated in the use of new technologies to provide the future
workforce. However, other themes, such as awareness and knowledge of the environmental
consequences of technological activity, are also to be found.

What is technology?

Perhaps because of the extent of recent interest in what is an expanding area of development,
the range of accounts of what technology comprises is substantial (for a list of 'definitions', see
Appendix 1). It is also confusing, for in addition to attempts to defme 'technology'per se,
there are references to technological Inowleeige', technologkal 'awareness', technological
'activity', technological 'capability (or practical capability) and technological 'behaviour'.

The CCC's Committee on Technology (COT) coasidered many of these definitions before
choosing the following in its report which was published as a COSE Discussion Paper in 1985.

Technology is concerned with the identification of some of the material needs of man and the
endeavour to satisfy those needs by the application of science and the use of materials, resources
and ann./. It is concerned with solving problems where there is no right or wrong answer, only
good and bad solutions to a problem. Technological behaviour requires activities that are mauve
and demanding, where the laws and principles of science, the constraints of society and economics
are applied to satisfy human needs. Technological behaviour involves approaches and techniques,
such as systems analysis, problem identification, decision making, planning, idea communication
and solution evaluation, which we more than pure science or craft. (pp 3-4)

Another insight into how 'technology' is conceptualised in Scottish education is available in the
CCC's description of the Technological Activities and Applications mode (CCC, 1987). As is
shown in Table 1, this is described as the 'development of technological and practical skills,
designing and using artefacts, practical problem solving'.

These definitions are largely compatible with other United Kingdom interpretations of the
concept of technology, although they are perhaps more exclusively oriented towards practical
activities than is generally the case. Thus for example, in addition to identifying skills such as
in III invention, impkmentation, evaluation and communication as part of technological
ca ty, an Assessment of Paformance Unit study (APU, 1983) considered that knowledge
and value judgements were also involved (Table 2). Similarly, Black and Harrison (1985)
identified the importance of giving children an awareness of technology and its implications as a
resource. There is more emphasis on impact on the 'man-made' environment or adaptation of
the environment in some definitions (APU, 1981, Geen and Daniels, 1988) but these may be
implicit in the Scottish definitions. Geen and Daniels (who are home economists) do, however,
adumbrate the problem-solving component by underlining the importance of systematic study of
the design, production and use of artefacts as well as systems and ideas. They also consider it
importint that technology be characterised by a reflection of a desire for efficiency which they
dafine as the achievement of objectives for the minimum expenditure of time, resources, labour
and energy.
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Table 1: S314 Technological Activities and Applications mode

DESCRIPTION Development of technological and practical skills, designing,
making and using artefacts, practical problem solving.

CORE AREA
Emends' conuibedone
to the mode

Accounting and finance, compudng studies, craft and design,
home economics, office and information studies, social and
vocational skills or technological studies.
[or appropriate activities from these or from others below]
Mininnmi 5% of curriculum.

EI/CTIVE AREA (a)
Additional centributions
to the mode dram
from available full
SCE courses

accounting seamanship and nautical knowledge
aliricukural sciSnce secretarial studies
anatomy, physiology and technical drawing
hadth
engineering
horticultural science
naviption

ELECTIVE AREA (b)

Additional fields of
study/activities
contribudng to the
mode drawn from
recommended sa
short courses, NC
modules or from
school psogrammes

agriculture enterprise
entering . careers
compiler spphcanons kqboarding skills
'engineering information technology
functional design nautical studies

4 , 4 , . communication parental and child care

imiustrial studies

I

Based on CCC (1987) Curriculum Design for the Secondary Stages: Guidelines for
Headteachers.

In summary, therefore, perusal of the range of definitions suggests that if account is to be taken
of all of them technology is concerned with:

the identification and satisfaction of some of the material needs of mankind;

and systematic study of the design, production and use of artefacts, systems and ideas.

The study of technology is also characterised by:

a focus on the 'man-made' environment or adaptation of that environment

solving problems where there is no right or wrong answer, only good and bad solutions
to a problem;

and a desire for efficiency which might be defined as the achievement of objectives for the
minimum appropriate expenditure of dme, resources, labour and energy.

Technological capability might in turn be defined in terms of:

awareness of technology, as defined above, and its implicadons as a resource;

knowledge of the potendal application of science and the use of materials, resources and
energy to satisfy technological needs within the constraints of sociitty and economics;
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the development of skills, including systems analysis, problem identification, decision-
making, design, planning, construction, idea communication and solution evaluation
which will facilitate tbe application of such awareness and knowledge in identifying and
solving problems within the area of technology outlined above.

Table 2 lite discrete elements of technological capability

Skills Knowledge Value Judgements

Skills of Investigation
including the nomination
of problems, searches for
relevant information

Skills of Invention
ofdi thinkinginclung

alternative solutions to
problems

Skills of Ink,..tmentation
including selecting and
&lining the process of
making use of hand and
machine tools, monitoring
and controlling dentils of
operation

Skills of Evaluation
including auessment of the
activity against objective
criteria
Skills of Communication
inclutoing speech, writing,
graPhics

Knowledge of Energy
including knowledge of
various forms/sources of
energy, methods of storing,
converting and transmitting
energy and of energy costs

Knowledge of Materials
including knowledge of

PmpellieS:ifsd limitatns of
costs of matertats, of
processing, nisniPtdating
and connecting materials
Knowledge of Control
includes knowledge of
open and closed loop
systems; of feedbaclq of
how systems are monitored

Aesthetic
including those !elating to
proportion, colour, texture
and on the relationship
between workmanship, tools,
materials

Economic
including those relating to

norszng arvildabilidet=teXis
of intrinsic value

Technical
including balancing views
of efficiency, robustness,
flexibility, reliability,
precision and safety

Mond
including judgements on
human needs and on long
term environment effects

From APU (1983) Report of a survey of design and technological activities in the school
curriculum.

While superficially it may appear straightforward to draw these attributes of the concept
' together, it is important to note that doing so may conceal a number of tensions

which " pose problems for curriculum design. For example, Scottish definitions lay stress
on designing, making and using artefacts. This, or similar phases, is to be found in many
definitions (eg HMI, 1982; APU, 1983; Clegg, 1987; Geen and Daniels, 1988), so it may be
reasonable to assume that it is one of the defining characteristics of technological activity in
schools that pupils will design and make something and then evaluate its use. However, some
writers (ef Kelly et al, 1987) have expressed the view that in developing technological
capability in pupils the processes involved may be more important than the final product.

The CCC description of the Technological Activities and Application mode also includes the
phrase lifactical prvblem solving' which is common in other definitions (eg DES, 1985; APU,
1983; Schools Council Project Technology in CCC, 1985). The term 'problem solving' occurs
in many Standard Grade course Arrangements but it is important to recognise that 'problem
solvin and VISCtiCal problem solving' are not entirely synonymous. Problems can be solved
in mathematics, for.example, without recourse to practical activity. Technology involves more
than activity. In home economics and 'social and vocational skills' pupils might be
asked to suggest how a family could balance its domestic budget, or in geography pupils could
consider the options available to a local planning committee in relation to a supermarket or other
development. These would be problems to solve but they would not involve technological
activity. Practical problem solving involves something more, and unless this is present it will
not satisfy the requirements of technological activity as set out above.
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Technology and the existing curriculum

Technology as a specific area of study is manifested in the Scottish curriculum by courses
leading to a range of SCOTVEC modules, and a Standard Grade course in Technological
Studies' (TS) will be available for certification in 1990. The latter aims to

develop an tedersanding of teclmolog as k is applied in industry and commute [...), at awareness
of the applications of Seclmology in the community a recognition of the responsibility to
humanity and environment that they impose an eppreciation of the need for flexibility by the
indivklial with lewd to work practices.

(Standard Grade Arrangentents for Technological Studies, SEB, 1988)

In England and Wales its counterpart - Craft, Design and Technology (CDT) - is described in a
DES leaflet as aiming to:

peepers pupils for life in an industrial society. It embraces the whole range of ixactical activities
that take place in school wostabops in which pupds are encouraged to design and make their own
products I. different matedias. [...] It is not just a question of Malin& tools. The CDT teacher's
job is to channel pupils' natnral creativity towards the ability to produce things which serve a real
purpose. So the pipils need to team to appraise a specific problem with imagination, foresight and
judgement and - above all - a methodical approach.

(Central Office of Infortnation.1988)

The vocational and 'technical' slant of these courses is clear. But many pupils, who will
eventually earn their livings in other fields, will also benefit from an understanding of
technology. Accordingly, it is particularly important to note that in addition to 'technological
studies', the CCC description of the Technological Activities and Applications mode is couched
firmly in terms of the potential of a wide range of subjects to offer the kinds of experience
which will deliver technological capability.

The case for a cross-curricular conceptualisation of technological awareness and activity has
also been made in England and Wales. Black and Harrison (1985) for example, particularly
identified the crucial contribution made by technical and home economics departments to
'technological activity' (or 'designing and waking), though they recognised that 'technological
awareness' and appreciation could, and should be, integral to the study of a whole range of
subjects and courses.

The COT Report (1985) provided examples of 'technological activity' in home economics, craft
and design, social and vocational skills and technological studies. The CCC recommendations
for the 'technology' mode identify a number of Standard Grade subjects within the core in
addition to other SCE courses and modules in the 'elective' area (See Table 1). This could,
however, be argued to be unreasonably restrictive. The social subjects, for example, could be

ofexrto
make a contribution to pupils' technological awareness (eg a study of the application

atediate technologi in third world countries; a consideration of the causes and effects of
atmospheric and other types of pollution; looking at the local provision of water, sewage
disposal and other utilities). Furthermore, pupils can use technological hardware, especially
computers, in almost any subject to access data-bases, to store information and to perform
statistical weedy= or produce graphics.

Indeed, it is perhaps interesting that few of the named Standard Grade subjects contain any
explicit reference to technology or technological capability in their Arrangements documents,
although it is not difficult to see how each of them could make a contribution. But the same
applies, as we suggest, to other subjects as well.

Teaching technology

How, then, does 'technology' manifest itself in the classroom? At the simplest level a number
of development projects have been based on the PRISME and similar, linear models. The
PRLSME model (see Figure 1) for the design process, devised and promulgated in the Scottish
Technical Education Modules for 51/2, and similar models, suggest a neat sequence of
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seclmoioglcal activities towards a given goal. This simplified model has proved very robust and
has been used to introduce the design process to many pupila From its origins in technical
education k has been taken and arkined for use in other subject KUL

Rgure 1: The PRLSME model

Restrictions

Investigations

Solution

Evaluation

In reality, however, as Kelly et al (1987) suggest, the design pro. is more cyclical and may
involve loom It may be appropriate to manufacture a model cc mock-up at the investigation
mizsd. evaluation must enter the activity befote a selection is made. (See also SEC, 1986).

such models may be useful in clarifying ideas, Kelly et al found that teachers often
find 1"" the models tO what pupils actually do difficult. That is a danger that
models impose an artificial and constraining framework on pupil activities
concern for 'doling all the stages in the process' rather than with developing pupils' capaCatit
and creativky.

They therefore su - an interactive rather than a sequential model in which there is continuous
between "1' t and action. Mental activities include 'speculating' about possibilities,

and developing' ideas, 'refining and detailing' plans and 'validating and judging'
results. r shout, these interact with practical, manual activities including 'sketching',
'drawing', smodellind. 'building a prototype', 'testing and modifying the design'.

Using this " "1 of technological activity they were able to identify four stages or phases
of activky including task identification, investigation, generation and development
and 11 1161 " they were reluctant to assi any particular ftchnoloecal activities to
particular phases t suggest tat pupils move one to the other and back again when
addressing a Ink'. Onus that the whole technological procedure is underpinned by

and skills' ( content of technological education) which pupils have already
tor need find out before they can proceed. Although the ure' itself may beto
e 'content free' the pupil activity cannot be. This view is similar to that put forward by

Black and Harrison (1985).

They propose a model of technology education (Task-Action-Capability-TAC - see Fi 2)
which highlights the interactive process between the resources of knowledge and skills with
technology tasks which cumulatively leads to technological capability. The authors admit that
this model is not always readily understood by teachers, but perhaps its most important feature
is the way it underlines the integrated nature of the components which go to make up
technological capability.

1 0
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(Prom BLACK and HARRISON, 1985. p7)

In the final report of their project, Black et al, (1988) recommend a seven-point plan for
'technology in the national curriculum' (p7). In this they stress the cross-curricular nature of
technology education and recommend that pupils have both 'first-hand experience of
technological tasks' and 'second-hand' study of technological applications in both the historic
and contemporary contexts. They firther report that

teach= have been imprtmed by the motivating influence of learning (and the associated reduction in
discipline problems) of tasks in technology which have been planned and implemented using the
framework.

While in Scotland we do not have a 'national curriculum' per se , the SCCC recommendation
that a Technological Activities and Applications mode be part of the experieme of every pupil
underlines the importance of this area of study.

This preliminary section of our report has suggested that pinning down 'technology' and
'technological capability' is no easy matta. However, the eotential of many subjects, including
home OC000113ios, tO provide lemming opportunities in dus area has been made clear. In the
following section we will consider the nature of hotre economics itself and Part 3 will relate this
to technology as we understand it.
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Part 2: What is home economics?

The traditional notion of home economics as the subject which imparts the skills of cooking and
sewing has long been eschewed by subject specialists, though this image may still linger
elsewhese. In the past 'hoes:craft' or 'domestic science', as it was then known, was clearly the
preserve of fewele pupils, and the less academic ones at that. Today, there is a commitment to
'home economics for all' (Turner et al, 1986), perhaps because of equal opportunities
legislation or perhaps because there is growing recognition that both sexes need to be equipped
with the skills taught by home economists. What many home economists have not yet clarified
is what their subject comprises today. There are some (eg Whitfield, 1969) who argue that it
embraces all manner of content and is the only subject to make a contribution to all six of
Phenix's (1964) 'realms of meaning' or most of the Munn 'modes' (SED, 1977). Most would
not claim so much for their subject and would wish to define more manageable boundaries.

Some letinitions

In 1983 the Equal Opportunities Commission defined the subject as follows:

Home economics is the study of the household group, its values and relationships, and its
inietaction with the community of which it is a part. It is °gunny concerned with the development
of the nose of skills necessary for the management and orpmsatkm of available romances such as
money, time, energy and human potential to meet needs (mod wants) in the choosing society.

(Equal Opportunities Commission, 1983)

Few home economics teachers would disagree with this as a general statement but it lacks
specificity. (See Appendix 2 for other definitions of home economics).

In Scotland, a definitim was provided by the CCC (1987b) in Curriculum Guidelines for Home
Economics S1f2 as follows:

Home economics is the study of the family group - its members' needs and relationships, its
organisation and management, and its relationship to the community of which it is a part.

The emphasis placed on the needs of family group members and on organisation and
management reflects the changed focus of the subject and suggests links with the definitions of
technology discussed in Section 1. However, at the S1/2 stage, pupils need to absorb a certain
amount of basic knowledge, especially about safety and hygiene, which they cannot reasonably
be expected to 'discover' for themselves. Similarly, pupils need to be able to draw upon a

ire of basic skills, in both the prrctical and the information-gathering aspects of the
subject, before they are able to operate independently. To take a simple example - a pupil
cannot be expected to plan and prepare a two course meal if he has not first had the opportunity
to learn how to operate the cooker and to master basic food preparation processes or had the
chance to learn something about nutritional balance. There is apparently a hierarchy of
knowledge and skills within the subject. The basics are acquired in S112 (see Appendix 3.1)
and then, as pupils mann, they should be able to apply the knowledge and skills already gained
in new situations, stopping, when necessary, to develop new skills or to find out new
information (see Appendix 3.2 for Standard Grade Aims).

Most home economics courses, in Scotland as well as south of the border, still focus on the
three main content areas of:

home and family;
nutrition and food;
textiles;

although the emphasis is now officially plEced upon skills and processes rather than upon
content (see, for example, Standard Grade Objectives, Appendix 3.3). The focus of most home
economic courses is, as one would expect, the home, and the inter-relationships between

7
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various mem such as health? eating and family budgets, am constantly pointed out. The
GCSE Hoidens' Criteria (DES and Welsh Office 1985) for home economics courses in England
and Wales Mu the integrated nature of home economics (see Appendices 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 for
GCSE Aims).

It was this Inter-relaiedness' which led to the decision to abandon the two separate '0' Gradesuecta - haland Nutrition and Fabric and Fashion - and to opt instead for one integrated
Standen' Grade course - Home Economics.

Home eceisomice curricula

Despite the Gwent emphasis to 'skills and processes' pupils must develop these within acornea In home econemics context is, quite naturany, the home - part of the 'man-made'
environment. The athjea consent map, drawn up by the Monitoring of Technical Education andHams Economics or 5112 Project, which received professional support, comprised the
following kond areas.

Food: Nutrition. ixactical *Ms, uttesiwaquipnunt, Ram factors,
hygiene - hitches aad pommel, cooking tams;

Health: Varied diet good health;

Fabric: Fibres, fabrics, pactical egnipmrst, sensory factors. terminologY;

Safety: in the kitchen. is the home. loollierluiPmeni;

Coasamer Advice orgaaleatioal, Warmths laingaininding, information leaflets/
adacatua: advectiaistg, comparison of similar products.

(Dow et al, 1986)

Remits from this project indicate, however, that there were significant differences in course
content across the country (SED, 1988).

Appendix 3.1 lists the aims put forward by the CCC in 1987 for S1/2 courses in home
6comonics. It is interesdng to note that there is no specific reference to technology though it is

. in Aim 2 cdesigning and marking), Aim 4 cawareness' or 'knowledge') and Aim 8r )

For . 1 who continue to study home economics in S3/4, there is usually an initial period of
when knowledge and skills learned earlia are revised and augmented. The focus

remaim on learning how to meet the needs of different members of the family group' which
necessitates making 'decisions'. Pupils' ability to make a 'critical choice' is developed as a
Knelt of the learning experiences provided. The value of organising one's time efficiently and
et using 16$0111=11 economically is stressed, and pupils are given opportunities to develop these
topnisatiolud and management skUle.

At &Ward Grade the 'earnests for learning' within whichsuch abilities are to be developed are
ideedfled as 'health', 'materials and resources' and 'individuals and fandlies'. These contexts
are vary broad and allow home economics teachers to exercise judgement about the actual
content ci their comes, once the pilacribed, 'essential knowledge' in each element has been
covered (see Appendix 3.7). Apth, although there are no explicit references to 'technology'
par as there are opportunities for teachers to introduce pupils to technological activities and
gicitcstions within the flexible boundaries of these contexts. Although Standard Grade courses
ato , beginning there seems to be commons that at least one topic will deal with awmtr,
of while another will look at labelling' in some form or other. When the focus
is on and families' the special needs of the elderly, of small children, of those

diets, of the handicapped will be considemd. Another popular topic revolves
an event'. Stress is also placed on 'hygiene and safety'. This topic may be

in the home and kitchen and could lead separately to a consideration and evaluadon of

1,il I
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electrical appliances (technological applications), the development of rules for safe food storage
or laundry procedures (systems).=at: Aims and Objectives of Standard Grade courses (Appendices 3.2, 3.3) make no overt

to 'technology' nor to 'technological activities'. That opportunities exist within the
course structure, especially in the 'practical and organisational skills' element, to introduce
pupils to some aspects of technology, is clear. Aims 3 and 4, in particular, are capable of
interpretation in a technological way.

Specialisation becomes more pronounced at Higher Grade where, under the newArrangements,
caadidales will have to pursue an individual study which will account for approximately 41% of
their final mark. Nevertheless the focus remains on preparing young people for adult living by
giving them opporttmities to acquire relevant knowledge, to develop organisational abilities, to
encourage flexibility in the face of change. An emphasis is placed on 'problem solving as a
creative and integrated activity' (see Appendices 3.8 and 3.9). Less emphasis is placed on
practical skills than previously.

Despite the changes which have taken place in the rhetoric of home economics over recent years
the focus of the subject remains the same. It aims to prepare pupils for adult life. As adults we
are constandy faced with decisions - about food, clothing, housing, financial services. The
study of home economics at school aims to provide pupils with the knowledge and skills
necessary to 'make a selection on an analytical basis' (SEB, 1987g). This point was further
made in a recent research study of home economics practice in Scotland.

It aims to provide pupils with a coherent map of knowledge, skills and values so that they can
make informed decisions about key aspects of the home. (Cumming et al , 1985)

The importance of educating young people to be flexible enough to cope with imminent
technological and associated social changes as adults was stressed in 1984, by Bone, speaking
at the National Course for Home Economics (Bone, 1984). He suggested that the subject had
some 'longstanding advantages' in helping pupils to come to terms with the expected changes.
In the next section we shall look at how home economics is equipped to foster a technological
approach and how the subject could contribute to pupils' experience of the 'technological
activities and applications' mode.



Part 3: The contribution of home economics to the
technological activities and applications mode

Introduction

If home economics in Scotland is to make a valid contribution to secondary pupils experience
of the Technological Activities and Applications mode of learning, in which it has been placed,
it is neceseary to define what that contribution should be. Some home economists (eg NAME,
1988, Yorke, 1988) argue that a technological approach can be applied appropriately to most
aspects of the subject On the other hand there are those within the subject who still cling to the
old craft :Ms of cooking and sewing. Yet others warn against losing valuable home economics
content in the mad rush to jump onto the technolofy bandwagon (e* Scriven, 1988, Thorne,
1988). There is, nevertheless, general agreement within the subject, in England and Wales as
well as in Scotland, that home economics can provide pupils with experiences which make a
contribution to their technological education and which are sufficiently distinct from other
aspects of technology to be worthy of attention in their own right. In this section we will
explore the claims of home economics to make a contribution to the Technological Activities and
Applications mode and exemplify that contribution.

The relative status of home economics and technology

Technology, for so long the preserve of pupils labelled as 'non-academic', has had a good press
recently and has been recognised as an important part of young peoples' education. The
importance placed upon it by the government is witnessed by the Technical and Vocational
Educational Inidadve (TVEI) and the related in-service scheme (TEST). In England and Wales
technology is mcognised as part of the core in thc National Curriculunt Now that Scotland too
has a Technological Activities and Applications mode which includes home economics, perhaps
it also will have its status enhanced by association. In this regard we note that since Moray
House College of Echication re-organised its academic departments in 1987 home economics
has been part of the Science and Technology department.

Is it significant that the CCC's Project Planning Group for Education for the Industrial Society
Project in 1983 did not include a home economist, and that amongst the over 200 people
consulted during the project only two are designated as home economists? Apparently it was
thought that home economists had little to contribute in this field - yet the title of the report was
Education for Life and Work. This lack of acknowledgement of the role that home economics
can play in equipping pupils for adult life is an indication of the low esteem in which the subject
has ban held by outsiders until now. The Royal Society of Arts' Education for Capability
campaign similarly has no home economists on its committee and none of the projects it
supported was within the subject (RSA, ND.). Perhaps of greater concern, it is worth noting
that the WEI Advisers in Scotland did not include any examples of work in home economics
departments in their Areas of Particular Interest in WEI in Scotland (I'VE!, 1988).

Technology and Scottish home economics syllabi

In Part 1 we refined, from a host of definitions of technology, technological activity and
technological capability, a series of 'defining characteristics' which can be summarised as
follows:

1. a concern with some of the matzrial needs of man;

2. a systematic study of design, production and use of artefacts, systems and ideas;

3. adapting the man-made environment;
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4. open-ended problem solving;

5. a focus on efficiency.

We also pointed out that the description provided for the Technological Activities and
Applications nxxle in Scotland -

Davdopment of technological and practical skills; designing, making and using artefacts; practical
prelim sovng

is both =rower and more practical in orientation than the subject defined by the five attributes
above.

If we take these five 'defining characteristics' in turn and relate them to the recommended
learning outcomes and course objectives for each stage of the Scottish secondary school, it
should be possible to see to what extent home economics can make a contribution to the
Teclmologicsl Activities and Applications mode. At all three stages of home economics courses
in Scotland these appear to be aspects of the subject which coincide with the listed
characteristics. In other words, oppottunities do exist within home economics for technological
activities to be introduced.

At the S1/2 stage the curriculum is not specified in detail though the subject is expected to cover
'aspects of food studies, textiles studies, health education and consumer education' (CCC, 1987
p30). D±ng on how these topics were appioached there could be opportunities for pupils
to leant about effli1ency and economy in coping with human needs (characteristic 1). Similarly
aspects of 'food undies' and 'textiles' wuld include a 'systematic study of design, production
and use of artefacts, systems and ideas' while other activities related to these themes could
involve pupils in 'adapting the environment'. Further, Objective 8 (see Appendix 3.1) refers to
'managing their own time and money' (characteristic 5). Although some teachers may feel that
pupils at this level lack some of the fundamental knowledge and basic skills required to
undertake completely open-ended probleni-solving tasks, there are others who see such
problem-solving activities as an ideal method by which to introduce pupils to new information
and processes. It appears, therefore, that aspects of all five 'characteristics' could be
encompassed within a study of home economics at the S1/2 level.

At S3/4, in addition to the 'course objectives', reference should be made to the three 'contexts
for learning' defined in the Standard Grade Arrangements (p10). These contexts are
'materials and sesame, 'health' and individuitis and fiimilies'. Study within the latter two
should Iced pupils izr, P. consideration of some of the 'material needs of man' (characteristic
1) and decisions about how people's well-being can be promoted. That such studies could lead,
in some circumstances, to technological activity designed to fulfil the identified needs is also
apparent.

At least one course topic, and in practice probably two, will concentrate on 'materials and
resources'. Within this context there is scope for the 'design, production and use of artefacts,
systems and ideas', for looking at ways of 'adapting the environment' and for considering
'efficiency' in the use of maw, matetials, labour and money. Whether these opportunities are
taken up and exploited to their fell potential remains to be seen. Some of this context's

=itwould probably be indirect or incidental. Much of the relevant knowledge which
iracquire about foods, rectirements, equipment, fabrics or energy sources in

the normal course of home - """ lessons could contribute to their 'technological
awareness' depending on how it was presented. Such knowledge, along with the skills he or
she develops, would be part of each pupil's 'resources' with which they may then tackle
'technological' tasks (Black and Harrison, 1985). During a typical Standard Grade course one
would also expect pupils to use the latest in kitchen and household equipment while pursuing
basically thtaWthil home economics tasks. In other words, pupils would have opportunities to
develop their familiarity with some 'technological applications'.

In the 'handling information' element of the course it seems more than likely that there should
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also be opportunities for pupils to become familiar with the use of computers and data bases, as well
as with other forms of information retrieval.

The third, and internally assessed, element of 'practical and organisational skills' could be a major
source of home economics' contribution to the Technological Activities and Application mode at this
stage. Planning and carrying out a course of action using a repertoire of practical skills, and
evaluating that course of action once it is complete, are related directly to many of the definitions of
technological activity collected in Amndix 1. The contexts within which pupils will practise and
develop their c. tence in these slMs can be derived from the three contexts for learning already
mentioned. 'Heal ' clearly relates to 'the material needs of man' as does 'individuals and families',
while knowledge of 'materials and resources' is necessary to plan suitable solutions to the problems
posed in the other two. Although the emphasis in this element is on practical activity, it is not clear
how much of that activity will take the form of open-ended problem solving. It is a place where such
activity could conveniently occur, but the evidence so far (see Section 4) is that most practical
activities tie prescribed and pupils have to operate within fairly narmw confines. Perhaps as home
economics teachers become more familar with Standard Grade and with the demands of introducing
technological activities into their classrooms, they will be able to to adopt more flexible and open-
ended approaches. The PRISME model of the design process has been adopted by some home
economists in Scotland and pupil materials based on it have been prepared. There is a tendency
however for the problems to be framed in terms of the expected outcome rather than to be truly open-
ended.

Throughout the Standard Grade course, although the emphasis is placed on 'skills and processes', it
is clear that these are underpinned by the 'knowledge and understanding' element within which pupils
could have access to a radge of information relating to technology. In other words their 'technological
awareness' would be enhanced.

While this format of skills and contexts can lend itself easily to a technological interpretation, it seems
probable that some teachers will continue to address the content in more traditional ways unless clear
indications are given of how they should approach Standard Grade to give pupils greater access to the
Technological A,ctivities and Applications mode.

TheArrangements for the new Higher examination in home economics state the following:

the course Ls concerned with the management of icsources to meet thsse needs [for food,
clothing, shelter, dependence on other people].
Resource management involves [making] choices and decisions using particular knowledge and
skills. These choices can be complex [...] influenced by a wide range of factors. These factors
and their interaction have a direct bearing on resource management and they have been identified
as the contexts for learning [... which ] are presented in four groups as follows, reflecting the
effect on choices [...] in the resource management of :

social and economic factors;
technological developments;
marketing techniques and consumer protection;
facts, concepts and principles.

Having a context which specifically relates to the effect of 'technological developments' on the
choices which we all have to make immediately highlights the contribution which may be made to
pupils' experience of the Technological Activities and Applications mode by a study of Higher home
economics. However other aspects of this description also point out the Higher course's potential as
a vehicle for technological understanding. A key phrase to pick out which relates to some of our five
defining characteristics is 'management of resources to meet these needs [for food, clothing, shelter]'.

Although there is no specific reference to 'adapting the environment' (characteristic 3), by inference
many of the tasks which pupils undertake could be interpreted in this way. The new Higher course
comprises two topics and an individual study. To what extent there will be opportunities for
'technological activities' within the course will depend, in part, on the subject chosen for the
individual study. The first topic is to be designed to allow 'candidates to make a general appraisal
of the needs of individuals and families in relation to materials and resources in the home' (SEB,
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1987g, p 13), which clearly relates to the fust defining characteristic of technology. It is only after
needs have been identified that pupils can set about meeting them - using the knowledge and skills
which they have acquired to produce acceptable solutions. Depending on whether these activities were
open-ended or not we could see this opportunity contributing to either characteristic 2 or 4.

Increasingly schools are using some SCOTVEC modules as part of the courses which they organise
for senior pupils. We will look at their contribution in more detail in Section 4 but some of the
modules, which are of a practical nature and vocationally orientated, could play a part in introducing
more technological activities and applications into home economics classrooms. Some schools which
have been involved in TVEI have taken advantage of the scheme to acquire modern technological
equipment with quite specialist applications within the broadarea of home economics (eg computer-
aided design for textiles, computer control for looms, knitting machines, use of computer programs
for the 0* of nutrition).

The extent to which individual home economics departments offer pupils opportunities to experience
the Technological Activities and Applications mode will depend on how the staff interpret the various
sets of course objectives. We suggest that it might be profitable, in relation to course pinning, if
teachers were to draw up a series of &ids on which they match the course objectives against the
defining characteristics of technology in order to decide where technological activitiesand applications
might most appropriately be slotted into their courses. (See Appendix 4 for some ideas).

'Technology is only a part of home economics' (Thorne, 1988).

Finally, we feel that it is important to note that a number of contributions to the debate on the recent
liberation of the subject have recommended exercising a degree of caution. Scriven (1988) warns
against bending over backwards to accommodate technological activities in home economics lessons.
h4yers (1987) suggested that home economics will now have to 'argue for its crumb - for some share
of the technology slice'. She points out the danger that 'by flying the technology kite home
economists will lose proper acknowledgement of the structured need for home and family life
education'. Other writers (Thorne, 1988, Phillingham, 1987) have claimed that there is a risk that if
the profession does not defend the subject's integrity and useful contribution to 'relevant' education
for the next century, other subjects, recognising the value of its content, will 'poach' and use it for
'exemplar material' in their own subjects.
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Part 4: Technology in home economics: examples of
practice

Introduction

Articles in home economics (eg Modus), and more general journals (eg TES, Educational
Compaq) provide us with examples of how home econcmists tue introducing a technological
approach into their subject Other published sources provide additional examples. Classroom
materials developed by education authorities and others are another source of suggestions.
Some of these are based on the PRISME model. Additionally we have received information
about current developments by maldng direct contact by letter and telephone with those
involved. There is also scope for introducing a technological approach into home economics
using 16+ modules. We will take each category in turn and list the examples found with brief
annotations.

Journal Articles

(i) ANON (1987). Home economics and the GCSE. SEC Newsletter 6, Summer, p6.

This article stated that

In home economics the National Criteria are framed in such a way as to ensure considerable
freedom and the opportunity for curricular development. Stemming from them there are importsnt
implications for syllabus development, leaching and assessment.

It stressed the importance of an integrated approach with a

focus on an investiptional approach in which problem solving, the use of design briefs, research
projects and construction of products we all pan of the subject.

Although the inclusion of a technological approach is implicit rather than explicit, later
references to psychomotor and technological skills suggest that there is an intention that GCSE
home economics courses will embody something of the technological mode of learning.

(ii) BAILEY, S. (1984). Microchips with everything. Modus, 2(1), pp28-29.

The author suggests ways in which the computer could enhance pupils' learning in home
economics classes. Specific mention was made of the use of the computer for quickly
completing tedious calculations in, for instance, nutritional analysis. Access to a vide range of
data files is also to be encouraged. Some pupils might benefit from programmed learning,
especially systems which have praise, prompts and remedial loops built uuo them, but as these
are designed for individual use there is not much use made of them yet, as home economics
departments rarely have access to sufficient microcomputers. Another use to which computers
with graphics packages may be put is the design of room layouts. Simulation exercises also
have potentiaL

CAY, M.C. (1984). Decisions and choices. TES, 15/6/1984.

'The importance of including investigations in home economics courses', was stressed in this
article.

(iv) CROCKETT, J. (1982). A goldmine of ideas. TES, 18/6/1982.

The value of home economics in encouraging 'problem solving/decision making', is put
forward.
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(v) DAVIES, V. and MANSELL, S. (1987). Textile technology. TES, 2012/1987.

The authors report on a textile scheme being piloted in Devon schools. The course is called
'textile technology' to distinguish it from an art-based approach to creative textile work but the
authors stress that it should complement the latter, not replace it. They believe that they are
'teaching on a small scale how mass-produced clothes are achieved'. This would seem to be
contributing to raising awareness of technological applications. The course is, however,
'experiential' and relies on 'resource-based learning' as well as visits to factories, so there are
aspects of 'technological activity' involved as well. There is 'high motivation' among the
pupils, some of whom may seek employment in the garment trade, and a feeling of 'peer group
responsibility' is encouraged'.

The whole ambience is design process orientated from the need to research for solutions, to
maidng/doing and evaluation: the very stance otr whole society requires for modem living. Spoon-
fed ficts are at an absoluie mininum and skills at caught as the need arises - young people can see
the relevsnce of these IM1101111 and accept them with good grace as giving them the tools to proceed
with dick major tasks of a practical nature.

(vi) FINCH, L (1987). Investigation and GCSE : searching questions. TES, 2012/1987.

Finch claims that 'investigatory work is possibly the biggest innovation in new Home
Economics GCSE'. She further makes the point that the role of investigations is to 'help pupils
to make a practical decision or choice or solve a practical problem'. She differentiates between
first and second hand investigations, the latter using reference material and similar sources, and
also between investigation as a karning method and as an assessment instrument. She stresses
that it is not easy to devise really interesting investigations and briefs when pupils have little
knowledge and few skills in the early secondary years. She makes a plea that good briefs
'should be treasured and disseminated'.

(vii) FISK, B. (1981). To the rescue of quality control. Educational Computing, 2(a), pp21-
22.

Young people's need to be familiar with micro-computers is identified and it is suggested that
home economics is a medium through which they can learn. Trainee home economists at the
Polytechnic of North London were, even then, given the opportunities to acquire the necessary
skills and knowledge. Today one would expect that home economics students in many more
institutions are able to make use of similar opportunities.

(viii) GOUGHTLY, L (1981). An ideal medium for teaching micro-electronics. Educational
Computing, 2(a).

The author expressed fears that 'few home economists will have grasped the significance of
developments in micro-electronics'. She thought this a pity because they have 'the potential' to
be 'innovators of further developments'. She believed that because of its 'applied technological
nature' home economics would be affected 'at least the same and probably more than any other
discipline'. Drawing on her earlier research (Matthews and Golightly, 1981) she opined that

home economics is concerned with domestic products and with all aspects of their development.
There is, therefore a two-fold consideration in the way in which microelectronics affects the home
economist.

On the one hod there is the effect on teaching and learning techniques and on the other the feedback
effect from developments in domestic products which home economics will need to understand and
be able to influence.

(ix) HODGICENSON (1984). Micro-diet: a guide to computer aided learning of nutrition.
Modus, 2(1), pp24-25.

Nutrition is put forward as a suitable context in which pupils may use micro-computers within
home economics. The author points out, however, that the use of nutrition and diet
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progranunes, while valuable, should not be seen as the whole of pupils' education in this topic.

(x) JONES, B. (1987). From needlework to textile design: a change of image.
TES, 20/2/1987, p40.

The author documents a development which capitalised on TVEI to buy industrial machinery
and hire an outside 'expert' for two sessions each week to launch this new 'textile design'
course. A need for 'skilled machinists' was recognised in the local community and it was
decided to develop a course which, it was hoped, would arouse pupils' interest in textiles, show
them something of the variety of jobs available at all levels in the industry and encourage the
clothing industry to present a 'better image of itself as an employer'. The course has been a
success, though there have been v-Ime problems with getting industrial quality supplies at short
notice.

(xi) PARRY, J. and DOVEY, P.C. (1986). Software review: two more data files to use with
the informatim retrieval packages SCAN or QUEST. Modus, 4(6).

The two data files reviewed aie Home Accident Data and Fire Data. A number of ways in
which these, along with an earlier file on Electrical Equipment, could be used are suggested.
The data files are available for use with BBC machines.

(xii) SMITH, J.B. (1988). Reconceptualising the home economics curriculum development.
Yearbook for Supervision and Curriculum Development, pp181-186.

A major American project, supported by the Home Economics Division of the American
Vocational Association, the American Home Economics Association and the Home Economics
Education Association, which has a remit to 'reconceptualise the home economics curriculum at
the secondary level', is described. A report will be published in 1988, setting out the concepts
that are distinctive, but not necessarily exclusive to the high school home economicscufficulum.
It is suggested that if young people are to be equipped to operate in the next century they need
'thinking and reasoning skills' rather than a lot of facts which will quickly become redundant.
Home economics is advocated as a discipline that provides students with opportunities to
develop such skills.

(xiii) WATSON, J. (1981). Drawing the strings together. Educational Computing, 2(a), pp20-
21.

The author reported on the in-service courses which ILEA was already running for home
economics teachers in relation to the use of computers in their subject. Referring to the
Hertfordshire Diet Programme (developed by Down, Grove and Lawrence) she remarked that it
'takes the pain out of dietary analysis and creates interest in finding out about the nutrients in
food'.

She also recommended that home economics teachers use two programs developed by Edward
Arnold - Human Energy Expenditure and Home Heating, suggesting that, using the latter,
pupils will quickly be able to calculate heating costs. ILEA teachers were reluctant to use
computers at first but the in-service course was designed in three phases: learning about
computers; writing pmgrams; dissemination of information, updating and augmenting libraries
of programs.

(xiv) WILLIAMS, H. (1986). Change of direction. Modus, 4(8), November.

Having opined that the primary aim of teaching home economics is 'to help prepare boys and
girls for aspects of everyday life and adult responsibilities', the author suggests that 'design
education' is one way to achieve these ends. She reports on a unit of work in textiles (16x70
minutes) for 12-14 year olds which focuses on design problems related to daily life and uses the
PRISMA model which is basically the same as PRISME (for Evaluation read Assessment). The
unit is 'child-centred' because it is individual: although pupils may begin with the same problem
- make a pencil case or design and make a sportswear garment - the solutions may be very
different It is often appropriate to begin at the end, as it were, with an idea of what the finished
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product will look like and then work out how to achieve it Patterns are drafted from the final
&awing, imam aliowances and turnings added and a pager mock-up made. If it works, a proper
pattern will be chatted and the fabric cut This is a very different approach from the traditional
one of using a commercially produced pattern and following it atep by step.

Other published sources

(i) BLACK, P., HARRISON, G., HILL, A. and MURRAY, R. (1988). Technology
Education Project 1985-1988: Report: London and Nottingham Kings College and Trent
Polyteclmic.

The Technology Education Project saw technology's role as 'exploitation of all knowledge
(both scientific and non-scientific) Lir creative and productive activities in the interests of

It is perhaps worth noting &at there were no home economists on the project's
committee of twenty-fowl Although 'coherence across the curriculum' is included

in the proposed 'aeven-point plan for technology' there are no specific references to the roles to
be played by individual school subjects. There is, however, mention (p21) of 'textiles and
food' and a diagram (p14) which makes specific reference to the comautary role of home
economics as a school subject in relation to a number of precise technological learning

These include exploration of natural dyes, recommendations about a change of
site and designing and =king a hypothermia avoidance kit for oldpeople.

.4 L
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(ii) BUTTS, D. and TURNER, E. (1988). The National Evaluation of TR1ST in Scotland:
part R. A quartet of case studies. HMSO.

One case study reports an authority's TRIST programme which placed the emphasis on 'new
technology' because 'the teachers are terrified of new technology. We needed to enhance their
confidence' (p6). Thirty-six home economics teachers from seventeen different schools took
advantage of the course run specifically for them (p9).

Another case study includes a report on a 'computer skills for home economics teachers' course
held in another region. This course, held over two weekends concentrated on providing home
economics staff with 'the skills to enable them to use a computer as a management tool'. The
teachers involved were 'delighted with the opportunity of acquiring new "support skills",' and
asked for more follow-up sessions and better access to computers (p50).

Other authorities also ran TRIST courses for home economics teachers - in some cases these
were 'technology' orientated; in others 'design' was the focus.

(iii) NATHE (1988). The Place of Home Economics inTechnology: submission to the
Design andTechnology Working Group by the National Association ofTeachers of
Home Economics, London: NATHE.

In addition to highlighting the role home economics can play in technology education some
'exemplary materials are provided as 'evidence ofways in which tasks can be undertaken, both
in home economics and across the curriculum, and which embody a range of 'technological
activities' (p2). The 'activities' illustrated are:

alternative solutes of energy;
clothing and equipment to protect the young from the
cold;
healthy eating: designing a 'better' burger,
designing, making and marketing a new food;
a prototype for a fast food outlet

Also included is a blank flow chart whicn can be used for developing similar technological
activities.

(iv) THE OPEN UNIVERSITY (1981). Living with technology: A foundation course T101
Block 1: Nome. Milton Keynes: Open University Press.
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With its focus on the home there are many ideas in this document which could be developed by
home economics teachers. Particularly intertaing is a 'spray diagram' showing the
Infrutructure or network of dependencies' surrounding a home (p96).

Materials produced by Scottish education authorities

(i ) Central Region

A working party produced a set of sample materials to support home economics teachers who
are developing Standaid Grade courses to meet the needs of their own pupils. These materials
were disseminated more widely by SCCC on behalf of the CSG for home economics.
Supportive pupil materials for Topics 1-3, Finding the way, Let's look and Let's find out were
developed elsewhere. Similar supportive materials for Topics 4 and 5, Do we know? and Let's
look outside are being developed in the Region and will be available nationally in the near
future. Some of the topics and univi have a definite technological slant especially at the S4 stage
when, it is felt, the pupils are more able to cope with the PRISME model.

A sample working brief is supplied in the third unit of Topic 4, which is entitled About fabric.
The topic objective, which relates to Course Objective No 4 (see Appendix 2) is:

select a suitable fabric for a given specification.

Three 'graded' tasks are outlined:

Levels 6/5 Design a wall hanging for a child's bedroom;
Levels 4/3 Design a spats bag;
Levels 211 Design a body warmer for an elderly house-bound person.

Unless these items are actually mameactured, as well as designed, 0' , activity would not meet
our definition of technological activity. Similarly the PRISME nx:del is exemplified in relation
to fabric care as follows:

Problem: Dirty clothes

Restrictions: Stains, type of fabric, equipment availabk, skill of operator

Investigations: Idendfication of fibres, effect of chemicals on fibres, application of 1-11-CC

Solution: Select suitable chemical for type of stain/fibre

Manufacture: Nil

Evaluation: Clean clothes, undamaged fibre.
(Topic 4, Unit 4, p25)

This task clearly involves pupils in 'awareness' of and 'application' of technological equipment
although it does not involve 'technological activity' in the sense of 'designing and making'. As
the PRISME model was developed to facilitate the design process it does not seem totally
appropriate to apply it to a process which involves no manufacture.

Other applications of the PRISME model are found in Topic 5, Unit 3 Make an article for your
'own place which does seem to fit our 'technological activity' definition, and Topic 5, Unit 4
Select methods of dealing with holiday laundry, which appears not to fit That these are useful
activities in a home economics course is not in doubt. Such laundry activities do require pupils
to have 'technological knowledge' (ie 'awareness') and to be able to 'apply' it appropriately but
whether they constitute 'technological activity', in the sense in which we have defined the term,
is another question.

Central Region is also committed to the use of computers to control equipment used in home
economics classes such as knitting machines (especially in the Hillfoots area where the knitting
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industry is still an important employer) and looms.

(II) Grampian Region

This Region has launched an in-service programme to help its home economics teachers adopt a
more technologically orientated approach. An in-service workshop on 'technological
awareness' was held at Dyce Academy on September 27, 1988 and reportedly 'worked very
well'. Materiala to support this in-service session are available. Additionally, a Development
Officer has prepared a package entitled Increasing technological awareness in home economics.

A six-day course called Technology and home economics started in January 1989.
ApproAmiftly thirty teachers are attending this course which focuses on technology and micro-
electronic appliaidons in the field of home economics.

(III) Strathclyde Region

Recently a set of well produced teachers' notes and pupil worksheets has been issued for a
Standard Grade topic on Prvblem Solving. Based on the PRISME model, the pupil sheets lead
the children through a logical sequence of problem solving activities. As we Indicated earlier
(115) some problems posed when the PRISME model is followed are framed in terms of the
expected solution rather than as truly open-ended problems to be solved. There are examples of
both in this topic.

Design a suitable storage system for your Home Economics Units which will be secure and
orpnised.

Your family has won a microwave oven in anewspaper competition but there is very little money
avaikble purchase manufactured cookwue dishes.

Finance is required for special needs of a community group.

The school snack bar is beirg redecorated and will not be opened for several weeks. Select a series
of simple meals which would be suitable as a substitute during this time.

The separate units are entitled: Keep it tidy, Economy plus, Friends and neighbours and Recipe
roundup, indicating a close adherence to traditional home economics content with which
teachers will, no doubt, feel familiar. This is probably & necessary first step when getting
teachers to adopt a new approach. Additional useful information in the teachers' notes includes
reference to the Standard Grade element, course objectives and 'essential knowledge' being
covered by each activity as well as suggested resources, pupil activities and teaching
approaches.

(iv) Strathclyde Region, Ayr Division

Ayr Division has produced pupil and teacher materials fora Standard Grade topic called Is it
worth it? for which the major context is 'materials and resources'. The four units are: A testing
time; Shopping around; Beating the bugs and Designer made.

Although only the fourth of these may be said to involve 'technological activities' in the sense
that pupils are actually expected to design, make and evaluate an item, within the context of
'children's toys', some aspects of the others would also contribute to their 'technological
awareness' and 'knowledge of technological applications'. For instance, A testing time focuses
on kitchen appliances: having assembled and used them pupils are expected to evaluate them.
These tasks involve them in using equipment such as a food mixer, pressure cooker or deep fat
frier. In Shopping around the pupils are to 'select electrical goods for given situations'. In
order to do that they need to apply their existing knowledge of equipment Another aspect of
this unit relates to safety which has clear links with 'technology'. Beating the bugs involves
pupils in appl scientific knowledge about micto-organisms which cause food spoilage to the
tasks of safe "' storage and preservation.
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(v) Tayside Region

This Region has issued a similar package called Technological activities for Standard Grade
Home Economics. Developed by the TVEI Staff Tutor (Home Economics) and the Cuniculum

t Team, the package contains an item bank of technological activities, with two of
them developed for use in a Standard Grade course. The aims of this package are:

se cooperage the me of practical problem solving activities and ochnological activities
to develop investigative skills.

Again the approach is based on PRISME. The introduction states that technological activities
shoukl:

be concerned with controlling or modifying the environment to meet a defmite human need and
engage pupils acthely in designing and making an artefact or working system to satisfy that need.

The point is made that in technological activities in the classroom it may not always be necessary
to include all the stages of PRISME. Problems are suggested within the Units: Fortune raising;
GP shop; Keep it fresh; Washday blues; Tidy it and Long distance shopping. Again some of
the problems are wen-ended while in others the solution is prescribed eg to prepare an item for
sale to raise funds.

Activities for the most part reported to us either personally or by telephone

(i) Scotland

(a) Lothian Region

Lothian also reports in-service acdvity. By early 1989 all of the region's secondary schools
have had access to a day-long workshop on Technological activity in kiftle economics which
puts teachers through the process so that they themselves experience technological activity.
Additionally a brief was prepared for a six session workshop course for 24 teachers, run by
Queen Margaret College, berpnning in October, 1988.

(b) The Queen's College, Glasgow

In the Spring and Summer of 1988, The Queen's College, Glasgow, in conjunction with the
Institute of fkme Economics, organised a series of 'taster' seminars in Health education, Issues
in science, Informadon technology, Business enterprise, bfamsfacturing skills for home
economists working in education, industry, commerce, health and welfare. As a consequence
of these successful seminars the college has applied for, and received, funds through SEDI
PICKUP to develop a programme of updating courses for home economists.

The thrust of the college's BA Home Economics degree course is the 'management of finite
resources within the home and the relationship between the home and the wider social and
economic environment'. ( ll, 1988). In the first year of the course the emphasis is on
the family, while in the - opportunities are provided for students to study the interface
between consumers and producers. Final year studies focus on the wider commercial
environment The emphasis would appear to be more on social and commercial aspects thanon
technology.

(c) Queen Margaret College, Edinburgh

Thar is a new BA degree course in Applied Consumer Studies (ACS). It is interesting to note
that the college, in naming its new course, has moved towards consumer studies and not
technology. It secs ACS as 'a branch of economics' (Murray, 1988). The home economics
specialism of the ACS course was, at the time the current prospectus was written, under
consideration by GTC as an entry qualification for teacher training. The headings given for the
various parts of the course are, however, so general that it is not possible to speculate on what
they cover. There is clear scope, however, for including a technological perspective within
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sections entitled 'product studies', inforingtion studies', 'household studies', 'food studies',
'housing studies' and 'textile studies'. Whether these do, in fact, have a technological slant
will probably depend on how the subject develops in Scotland ova the next few years.

(d) Robert Gordon's Institute of Technology (RGIT), Aberdeen

Home economics students study for a BSc degree in Food, textiles and consumer studies. At
MIT there is a tradition of 'commitment to vocational education' and courses have always
contained 'a strong and purposeful practical element and the graduates are "doers" as well as
"thinkers"'. (Bennett, 1988). This author makes the point that, although the breadth of
opportunity in terms of careers for graduates is a great strength, it 'does rather complicate the
ongoing search for a clear identity for the subject'. Currently it appears that this 'identity' does
not include technology.

(e) National Course, February, 1989

This National Course relates to the revised ifigher in home economics. One contribution (by
Allison Long, Moray House College., and Oinstine Pollock, Adviser, Ayr Division) will deal
with the role of technological activity in the new course. They propose to use a workshop
format to introduce participants to Black and Harrison's Task Action Capability model of
technology education (see Part 1). Participants will be expected to relate this model to the
technological context outlined in the Arrangements for the new Higher (SEB, 1987g, p10).
They intend to point out that there are applications other than those mentioned in the
Arrangements (major equipment; fabrics for clothing; food processing to improve keeping
qualities). In addition to the workshop based on the TAC model they will be providing access
to hardware demonstrating, for example, 'computer-aided design', 'computers Ls control
mechanisms (eg for knitting machines, looms), databases'.

They envisage home economics as a 'vehicle' by which pupils can be introduced to the wider
themes of technological education but warn against 'going overboard' by trying to incorporate
technological activity into every aspect of the subject

(f) Strathclyde Region, Ayr Division

This Authority sees the thrust of its in-service prognimme in relation to technology/technological
activity as being two-fold:

1. Getting teachers familiar with and able to use
hardwan;
2. Getting teachers to change their teaching approach
to involve more 'problem solving' and 'technological
activity'.

The first is being tackled through TVEI where, thus far, eight days have been devoted to
'hardware familiarisation'. The hardware used includes computers, especially in their role as
control mechanisms for other equipment - for example, a software package is available for use
with BBC microcomputers to control electronic knitting machines; computers are used to control
video cameras and digitisers and one school is piloting die use of interactive video. Another is
experimenting with a design course using an ArcHmedes computer with a full colour printer and
plotter. Pupils are aiming at SCOTVEC module certification in Design and make 64805 and/or
Design studies 64804 within TVEI. These two modules were originally produced for
engineering but the descriptors and learning outcomes are sufficiently open-ended to be capable
of interpretation within a fabric design context, and SCOTVEC has agreed to certificate those
pupils who achieve the module's learning outcomes. In Ayr Division, home economics is
included in the core TVEI programme in all four schools involved.



(II) England and Wefts

(a) Bedfordshire

Working under the umbrella of TVEI Extension, with the guarantee that all pupils will
experience 'technology across the curriculum', the developers started from an existing strong
commitment to Design and Technology and built on it using a range of subjects. Having defined
a core of skills, knowledge and values which would come mainly from science, aaft, design
and technology, home economics and the humanities but also including religious education
(nxnl values ) and business studies (economic values), a research programme was carried out
in 13 schools to analyse teaching provision and curriculum to find where technological

=1;:fitted in. It was found that all subjects could contribute but not all of them did. A ring
oviding examples of the technological process was produced. An in-depth analysis

followed of 6: curriculum diet of two schools. A 'core' has been defmed and examples of
three delivery models (in timetable, cross-curricular and group enterprise project - with

'I I I -I timetable) provided. From 1989 all schools will have a core curriculum containing
logy as exemplified in the document& To ensure wider dissemination/ follow-up each

school has nominated a Technology Across the Curriculum Co-ordinator to liaise with senior
management and to monitor/manage technology. In-service support is available to local
consortia of schools. The package is available at a cost of £15. (Bedfordshire Education
Service, 1987 a, b and ND).

Additionily a Mode 3 GCSE course has been developed in the county and been approved by
the Midlands Examining Group (MEG) for first examination in 1991 (Subject to SEAC
aPProval).

This is a cross-curricular course (called Technology across the curriculum) involving
technology in a range of subjects. It has been mainly developed from WEI Extension work,
outlined above, by Stuart Taylor, professional development tutor based at the TVEI Unit,
County Hall, BWord. Pupils will submit pieces of work from craft, design and technology,
home economics and science for this cross-curricular GCSE examination provided that they
meet the criteria for technology contai led in the GCSE syllabus which derives from the
Bedfordshire WEI Extension plan.

(b) Essex

Gwyneth Street, Home Economics Advisory Teacher in Essex, who is based at the Meadgate
Curriculum Development Centre, Chelmsford, has produced a home economics module called
Coverall - achieving design and technological capabilities through textile studies. It is
concerned with designing and making protective clothing for children at play school. The
module, designed for fourteen year olds, provides a 9-week teaching programme (9 x 80
minutes). The teachers' guide contains all the information required to run the module for twenty
children. Copies are available from Mrs Street at a cost of £10 (including p and p). Requests
should be accompanied by cheques made payable to Essex County Council.

(c) Gloucestershire - Technology Through Home Economics - The Seven
South West Countries (JSA)

Gloucestershire is the host authority for this major developmental project funded from April
1988, by the Train:ng Commission for three years. Avon, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset,
Gloucestershire, Somerset and Wiltshire LEA's are involved directly in the Project directed by
Irena Olejnikowna. Each county has an action team of at least seven members including the
home economics adviser, classroom tfutchers and, wherever suitable, representatives from craft,
design and technology, informaf technology or science as they are most interested in
promoting cross-curricular links in all their work The Project is developing management (eg
strategies and INSET) and classroom resources for the teaching of the process of design and
technology thus emphasising the home economics/art and de3ign/craft, design and technology/
science axis required in schools and colleges to enable all students to receive romper training in
design and technological capability.
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(d) Hampshire

A soup of teachers and advisory teachers representing the 5-19 age range and cross-curricular
subject areas incl home economics, are part of Hampshire's Technokgy Education Project
led by Richard 11. The group has been working on both philosophy and practice
documents for schools with exemplar teaching strategies and materials since mid 1987.

Additionally, the Hanipshire Modular Scheme has been piloting a Mode 3 Technology/Craft
Design and Technology modular syllabus through the Southern Examining Group, since
September, 1988. A team of home economics teachers is writing modular syllabi for Home
Economics - Food and Home Economics - Teniles, with emphasis on technology and
technologiud processes. It is hoped to start the courses in September 1989. The five modules
will follow the same format as the craft, design and technology syllabus, enabling cross-
curricular links to be msde as appropriate.

(e) Kent

Sue Dunn, teacher/adviser for home economics for the Comity Council, has produced, in
conjunction with Christchurch College, Canterbury, a Certificate in Curriculum Development
for Home Economics Teachers in Secondary Schools (20 days). This course explores issues
within design and technology relating to home economics through some practical activities and
the cross-curricular implications for the subject The course which will be run during the
Autumn term, 1989, comprises three inter-linked units of study:

Home economics: clrnging approaches;
implications of new mitutives;
development, management and evaluation of learning resources.

In May, 1988, the Authority appointed an inspector for technology 'in all its forms'. It is hoped
to carry out a 'technology audit' of all Kent schools. This project is at an early stage yet but it is

that before the end of the 1988-9 session they will have been able to disseminate
in all six areas of the county.

I I

II II I I I

During the 1988-9 session the in-service programme in design and technology has been very
productive. Some highly successful collaborative links have bten formed with science, craft,
design and technology and art and design with some interesting curriculum developments taking
place in schools.

(1) London, King's College, University of London

Robin Murray, at the Centre for Educational Studies, was involved with the Technology
Education Project which has recently Len completed. He reports that work began in
September, 1988 on a three year pilot scheme which is looldng at 'multi-certificated inter-
disciplinary course work within GCSE'. Schools in ten authonties throughout England are
involved. Technology is being viewed as 'moss subject', which poses problems for assessment
at GCSE. The project will consider the assessment of tasks in technology according to the
criteria of the contributing subjects.

(g) Nottingham, Trent Polytechnic

Qurently the Department of Secondary and Tertiary Education is offering a series of 12-day
Technology in Home Economics courses in Nottinghamshire and neighbouring LEAs. The
course highlights problem-solving, management and resources and expects teachers to plan and
inclement a technological development programme for their schools. This course is part of an
expanding prograi rring teachers to manape design and technology in the National
Curriculum and is serviced by resident staff engaged in curriculum development at a national
level. (Contact Brenda Smith - 002 : 418248 ext 3377).

Additionally, other dcpartments of the Polytechnic are involved in activities which may be of
interest so home economists seeking to introduce a technological element into their courses. The
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Trent International Centre fcc School Technology (TICST), established in April 1987, runs
LEA-based INSET prog Tames, INSET courses at TICST itself and special courses for
advisees and lecturers. (Contact: G. Shillito - 0602 : 418248 etc 2101).

Also based at Trent is the TVEI Consultancy in Science and Technology Education. The
Consultancy provides support to schools, LEAs and TVEI during the Extension phase. A
Technology ToolLit, developed by the Consultancy, provides a means of planning and
monitoring, &tough thwrail and operational models, technology education within schools.
(Contact: Pro(. 0.3. Harrison - 0602 : 418248 ext 2155).

The TVEI Curricuhmt Databame for England and Wales is maintained at Trent. The database has
collected infonnation and has monitcnd III 11,1 in school curricula during the Pilot Phase
of TVEL (Contact: Prof. 0.3. Harrison I I : 418248 ext 2020.

(h) Sheffield

Pat Waring at the City Polytechnic, who was previously involved in a project looking at
Teaching home economics in secondary schools, past antl present, has begun a new three year
(1989-92) project Technology and home economics in the school curriodum. The project,
which has the services of a seconded teacher as research officer, aims to collate and draw

specifiatc amples of technology in home economics. The project is sponsored by the
ZraffttsMnAnal Trust

(i) Shropshire

Another Mode 3 GCSE course, (approved by Midlands Examining Group - MEG) has been
produced here. The title is Introduction to catering. It is totally coursework assessed.
Additionally, there is also a Mode 3, GCSE course (also approved by MEG.) called Technology
for all which includes modules on food technology and textile technology as well as household
technology and bio-technology, and other modules across a variety of curriculum areas.

(j) Wales

Based in Cardiff a Steering Group on Technology across the Curriculum has been established
to discuss the possibilities of a GCSE Mode 1 examination. Its first meeting was on September
27 1988.

National Certificate Modules

It is not easy to sum up what is going on in the National Certificate (NC) with regard to home
economics and technology - too much depends on the composition and delivery of particular
programmes (which may vary greatly) to make any general statements about it. However, it is
possible to look at individual modules as examples of what is happening.

A home economics programme could be constructed using modules from many diffnt parts
of the catalogue. There is, in fact, only one module in the catalogue specifically designated as
home economics - 69020 Home Economics. There are, however, modules in the Industrial
Processing area which are concerned with food processing and fabric skills. The third major
area would include modules from Caring Skills, though these are much less clearly related to
'technology', as are those individual modules from such areas as Personal and Social
Development which could be included in a home economics programme.

Given that the National Certificate is a primarily vocational initiative, it is not surprising that
there are plenty of examples of the 'awareness' and 'application' aspects of technology
education in many modules. Most relevant modules in the Industrial Processing area are, as the
name implies, geared towards the needs of the mass market food and fabric industries and, as
such, may not be strict, appropriate for delivery in schools.

However, one should point out how much the 'technological activity'fproblem solvingl
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'design' ethos is present in the National Certificate. Module 69020 Home Economics is
particularly imaged% It is worth comparing its learning outcomes with those from two other
rumbles from the Engineering area to see how much they have in common. (See Table 3).

It is clew how similar the approsch is in each of these modules. Each takes a 'problem solving'
approach and each is relatively context-independent Thus it should not be too much of a
=pile to discover that module 64805 (and its companion module 64804: Design Studies) has,
in fact, been used as part of a 'wine ecoromics programme. (See pogo 22).

l'able 3 : Learning Outcomes for dirge NC Modules
,....... 4,......

69020
Home &atomics

64805
Maim and Make

64818
MAW Teclmoloav 1

The modest *oak lbe student shad& The student shoal&

1. for a give mak or brief,
ram theprahism and

1. know the purpose of a
clear *sign bid;

1. Taman a brief for the
opinion of a technological

idatiye-nximber of problem Mobs so the programme
pa* tosogies for 2. select and use relevant offmodnles being undectsken;
dealing with it technical information far a

design Peteet 2. prepare, in outline. end
2. carry ma. audyse a range of stneegies
practical inwsdption; 3. plan the manufacture of the

product
for a solution;

3. evalueseand assets the 3. udlise one of the strategies
esid neult of the 4. mac/assemble, ten and if to des* and develop a
investigatk n. nocesary modify the derign; solution;

5. comply with regulations
and powders and use safe
working practices specified
for equipnent aid working

4. evaluate the solution.

Ma

Elements of the 'problem solving' approach can be found in many other modules applicable to
home economics plogrammes. In a specialist module such as 67608: Meal and Menu Planning
the emphasis, as revealed by the learning outcomes, is on the restrictions within which the
student must operate:

The widen shoWd:

1. know and apply cost constraints of operation;

2. know and use the principles of meal/menu planning within
maatianel constrains;

3. nate recommendadons for decoration and presentation of dishes;

4. identify customer requirements in relation to market competitors.

In other cases the learning outcomes of the module reveal more features of the 'problem
solvingIdesign' approach, as in 77862: Design and Manufacture of Light Clothing:



frt

2. seleet lama WNW informetion from die
thudgas to psalm 2 ample poem

3. Met the modify if aseessary and mike
eemghned pmihmsioe pietas:

4. patheumcidispmrn

S. mamfamme a shirt and bknue er drew

6. paha) paw* specialism bookL

Although in Ns case the probkm (sod its associated solstice) is not completely 'open', in that it
is substandvely pre-determined as a attain type ot clothing to be designed, there is a strong
emphasis on operadooal and process pimming b would also be telatively easy to analyse these
laming mimes in umns of the PRONE model of the design process.

However, it should not be assumed that this approach is all-pervading in the NC module: As
an ewes* of a module where the traditional craft skills approach is fa very much in evidence
it is possible to cite 67500 : FOOd and Food Preparation:

The modem should:

1. itlemify foodstuffs as being in the raw, cooked or
psmerved mire

2. weigh mid mem* foods;

3. select aid me meting, duping md mixing sods
Web and hysimically;

4. perform menipelative tills amocimed with Maple
heed tools;

5. dimwit* demi and reassemble bmic equipment;

6. follow oral hums:dons.
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Part 5: The implications of placing home economics
in the Technological Activities and Applications

mode

The decision to place home economics within the recently designated mode of Technological
Activities and Applications has a number of implications for individual teachers and for the
profession as a whole. If the subject is to make a genuine and worthwhile contribution to the
technological education of young pw0e in Scottish secondary schools, most of the issues
raised here will need to be addressed by the SED, the SEB, education authorities, teachers'
organisations, the colleges and individual teachers.

The importance of devel m an effective strategy should not be underestimated. Studies
carried out by the SORE Curriculum database team indicate that home economics
shoulders a considerable burden in delivering the Technological Activities and Applications
mode in Scottish schools. Analysis (Black, Malcolm and Zaklukiewicz, 1988) of the time spent
by both 'TVEr and 'non-TVEI' pupils in session 1985-86 (before the current CCC
recanmendations on balance had been conceived) on subjects which would nowfall within the
Technological Activities and Applications mode summed that the 'average' pupil fell well
within the minknum 5% suggeJ It was clear that tins was being achieved largely through the
uptake of traditional subjects and that for girls, much of it thmugh home economics.Analysis of
the data for 1987-88 confirmed this patent and indicated that about 80% of young people in the
thirty Round Five TVEI schools (those that began TVEI in that session) were already spending
at least 5% ri their time in the Technological Activities and Applications mode and arm much
of this was accounted fa by the 'traditional' curriculum. If the minimum can be achieved with
such ease it may be appropriate so ask what impetus there will be to schools to make other than
supaficial changes to accamnodase the new mode. Questions might equally be asked as to
whether such an attitude would reflect the spirit of the Cre recommendation. If it does not the
major responsibility for change will rest at least as much with subjects as it will withschools.

Changes to the teaching of home economics brought about by the introduction of Standard
Grade, revision of the Higher, the advent of SCOTVEC courses and in some schools,
involvement in TVEI means that some teachers of home economics have already espoused a
more_ oien-coded, problem-solving approach to the teaching of the subject which fits well with
tbe definition of technology with which we have been worHng. It seems likely, however, that
the extent to which these changes have been welcomed will vary considerably. But if the placing
of home economics in the Technological Activities and Applications mode is to be successful
and the subject is to fulfil its potential in this field, all classroom teachers will need to
understand fully the implication of the change and be convinced that it is worthwhile.

The issue of how teachers, specifically home economics teachers, can be encouraged to adopt
new approaches, content and usessment procedures, wasexplored in depth by the Assessment
in Home Economics Research Project, based at Moray House College from 1982-87. In
essence the tesearchers mated that change will only occur slowly and then only if teachers are
convinced of its value, are 'involved' and receive plenty of the right kind of support (see
Cumming et al, 1985, Long et al, 1987, Turner et al, 1988). This is not the place to rehearse all
the arguments about the process of instituting innovations in education; suffice it to say that
there Is abundant evidence to suaft that if it is to be successful sufficient time, resources and
support personnel must be ma& available to adopt a 'normative re-educative' innovation
strategy rather than a 'power coercive' model (see Bennis, Benne and Chin, 1969; Havelock,
1969 and Bolam, 1975).

It would be naive to believe that home economics teachers are any different from others in
resisting change - indeed there is evidence that they can be quite cynical about paying lip-
service to a proposed innovation while carrying on much as before. Witness the teacher quoted
by Cumming et al, (1985):
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Wits, for all the new words in dm Guidelines we'll go on doing what we've always done - baking
scones and making garments - though well dress up ow courses in the language they want. (p11)

In other words, in trying to bring about change one must be conscious of the danger of whatNisbet (1975) called Innovation without change' (p2). So if the pitfalls that have been
associated with many other innovations are not to occur again, how can the leaders of the
pmfassion ensure that all home economics teachers share their vision of the future of the subjectand will help to being it about?

The first task must be to make teachers familiar with the notions involved. Teachers need to
have their awareness raised about what it means to adopt a technological approach to the
teaching of home economics. Itmay be a truism to state that the role of technology in the subjectand the contribuuon which it can make to pupils' overall technological education (not
necessarily the same thing) ought to be clearly articulated in all official subject documents, butthis is not the case currently, except for the Arrangements for the new Higher Grade
examination. If the subject is to conaibute meaning* to the Technological Activities andApplications mode it may be necessary to review documents which preceded its introduction bythe CCQ and that most importandy includes those relating to Standard Grade.

The mechanics of nurturing familiarity fall within the processes of staff training. Existingwriting in this area suggests that this may not be a straightforward task. Golightly (1981), for
example, feared that there may be such resistancefrom teachers of home economics to the moveaway from the overwhelming concentration on food that the potential of home economics 'for
pivoting young people to move in a different technological environment from the one they
expezience at present may be lost'. On the other hand there may also be a danger in going too
far the other way. The placing of their subject in the Technological Activitiesand Applications
mode may lead some teachers of home economics to try to justify its place there by dragging
technology into all aspects of the subject Scriven (1988) warns against such over-enthusiasm,
pointing out that much of value in the subject may be lost if it concentrates solely on a
technological approach. Nevertheless, home economics is in the Technological Activities and
Applications mode and subject teachers will have to come to terms with this new situation. It
would, however be a disserVice to home economics teachers to tell them that they *ally do not
need to worry because a lot of what they are doing already is technology' and that 'you can use
a technological approach for everything in home economics'. If home economics is to make a
significant contribution to the Technological Activities and Applications mode a different
approach is needed and teachers must accept that If this need is swept under the ciupet things
will go on much as befire. While it is true that many of the traditional borne economics activities- planning and . ting meals, designing and making fabric items - can provide the contextswithin which . can develop tec ;cal sldlls, they will only do so if the approach to the
tasks is fundamentally different from a tional, didactic teaching style.

Once teachers have become familiu with what is involved in teaching 'technology' they will
need practice. Clearly if home economics is to make a major contribution to technology
education, which will involve re-designing courses and may involve some teachers in learning
new skills, eg using a ter, a substantial in-service programme will be required. Some
authorities have recogni this need and have begun such programmes but it will take time
before teachers in all secondary schools have been involved. There may be other possible
avenues and it might be worth noting that the Open Universityruns a course entitled Living with
Technology: a course for teachers (FT217) which provides a general background in technology
along with ideas about its role in schools (see Appendix 5 for details).

Once teachers have gained in confidence following their practice they will have to apply what
they have learned in their own departments by devising suitable learning situations for their
pupils. At this stage not only would suitable examples and reference material be useful to them
as sources of ideas, but so too would a list of criteria by which to judge whether the chosen
activities could indeed be considered as technology.

In summary then, considerable effort is required if home economics is to fulfil its potential role
in the broader spectrum of technological education. It will not happen by itself. Look back to
1977 when Munn placed home economics in the scientific mode. Have home economics
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courses become truly 'scientific' since then? They have not. Indeed there is very little reference
to scientific knowledge, skills and methods in either Standard Grade home economics or the
new Higher. The tame thing could happen again. Those who wish home economics to play a
major part in raising pupils' awareness of technological applications and to provide
opportunities for them to experience technological activities should recognise what will be
required if their wishes are to be achieved.

They will need to convince not only home economics teachers but also SED officials,
education authority personnel, headteachers, and parents, amongst others, of their
subject's unique contribution to technological education.

They will need to raise the level of awareness amongst the profession about what
technology is and how pupils can be exposed to it in home economics classrooms, by
disseminating explanatory and sample material to schools and supporting staff
development activities.

They can write and rewrite curriculum and assessment documents so that the role and
potential of technology within the subject is clearly explained to all home economics
teachers.

They can provide a co-ordinated and extensive programme of in-service education to
introduce home economics teachas to technological concerts and practices.

They can provide support material for teachers to encourage them to intioduce
technological activities into their lessons.

They can provide teachers with criteria which will help them to determine which activities
really fit the technology definition. But they must also protect those othr: aspects of the
subject which do not lend themselves to a technological approach, but which make a
valuable contribution to pupils' overall education and which should not be lost.

They can provide teachers with a bibliography of helpful literature to support them in
changing their practices.
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APPENDIX 1

Definitions of technology

From The Place of Technology in the Secondary Curriculum, CCC, (1985). Appendix D, p33.

Technology pa a disciplined process using scientific material and human endeavour to achieve
human progress.
(Education* the Industrial Society's Science and Technology Study Group, 1977)

Technology is the process of using scientific material and human resources to raise the quality of
life.
(International Spnposhon on Current Trends in Science Education (see CbC1COT paper 82141)

Technology is the purposeful use of man's knowledge of materials, sources of energy and natural
*now&
(Scheols Council Project Technology)

Technology is a disciplined process by which the resources of knowledge (of materials, of energy,
of the concepts of science, of technical concepts etc) are used in the practical solution of problems
identified by human need.

In technology the ultimate purpose is to exploit existing scientific or other knowledge for
productive ends, whether or not all the processes involved are currently capable of scientific
expbmation.

Technology is a craitive activity involving not only the application of science but also the
resolution of complex economic and sociological problems.
(Schools' Council Project Technology quoted in 'Technology in School?, CCC1COT Paper
82122)

From Design and Technological Activity: a framework for assessment. DES/APU, KELLY et
al (1987).

The basic premise of design and technological activity (D and TA) is that, using materials, tools
and systems, human beings can intervene to modify and improve their environment. Underlying
this intervention is the motive of responding to human needs.

In an educationd context, pupils pursuing this activity must lean to exercise a range of strategies,
which are dependent upnn the application of relevant knowledge and a varicty of skills. 'The whole
activity is governed and given meaning by the human values that surround the tisk. (p8)

Design and technological activity is

a practical activity requiring not only knowledge but also understanding and sensitivity. To be
involved in design and technology is to be involved in a particular type of integrated activity -
based on the interaction of human beings with the physical and technicai realities of the material
world. (p18)

Technological capability is

that which enables a person to enrich the quality of life by using technological skills, knowledge
and value judgements in the development of man-made environments and man-made things.
(Appendix D
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pon of Survey o Design and Technological Activities in the School Curriculum:
part 2. D&S/APU (198.

teaches viewed the definition of technology as having two different, though related,
aspects, aansely (1) archeology ia osental mins of ks poendal for effect on the quality of life.

This apposed to be amend by most embers as being the more important
open and having the closest meaning.

(2) technology in ems of its skills, knowledge and values. Teachen variously
saw this definitioo, especially in the KOS of knowledge, either as being too
wide or too meow. (pp4l-42)

From Clegg, (1987), Handing down technology in schools: who teaches it? How and why?
School Science Review.

Technology involves the manipulation of natural things to fulfil a human need. This involves a
desip-mdetabs process which madly results in an anefact.

Funn Curriodum Matters: 2 The Curriculum from 5-16. DES, (1985).

me ascacs of teclmology lies in the proem of bringing about chase or exercising control over
the avircemeat. This process is a particular form of problem soNinr, of designing in order to
exert contra k is common to all techoologim including those concerned with the provision of
Anne, cleidog, food, methods of maintng health or commerical* with others and also with
the walled 'high Ischosiogies" of electroaice, bio-technology, fuel extraction, and the donative
technologies of the 'Third World. As in all larning, the involvement 11111St be characterised by
progressioa, Wand coherence and cootionity. But technology also has its consent which, while
not exclueive es it, is menial to the technological process. That content broodly concerns the
nature and cheracteeistics of natural and manufactured materials, and the nature, control and
uansformation of energy.

and

Technology is about 'peopk' controlling things, not 'things' controlling 'people'. (p89)

From Technology across the Curriculum. Sclhool Technology Forum, (1986).

Technology is ...

a disciplined process using scientific material and hem resomees to achieve a human purpose.

From Understanding Design and Technology. DES/APU (1981) (quoted in APU, (1983)).

The development of an underatending of Design and Technology in a child, therefore, cuts across
many subject berries and may be droved from idem, values, knowledge and skills acquired through
expatiate in, for example, Art, Craft, Environmental Studies, Geography, History, Home
Economics, Masonic& Science and Social Studies as well as through attendance at classes
costa* the worth Design' ce Techooloj as pan of their titles.

amemment should go beyond swarm= en understanding, 1...1 and centre on technological
capability [iel the ability of an individual pupil to control or fashion the material environment by
persoml inervettion in Order to inmrove or enrich the quality of life.

Prom Living with Technology: a foundation course. Block I : Home. Open University Press,
(1987).

Designiog is one of the most important activities of the technologist, since designing is concerned
with amiss new ddnp by the application of knowledge to practical tasks. [This block] tries
firstly to develop yes awareness through snalysis and evaluation [...] and secondly to develop your
design ability through a model design wk. (p6)
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From The Place of Home Economics in Technology. NAME 1988.

Technology hes direct implications of life styles and the home environment of all people - morally,
nodally, polkitally ad aesthetically. k is emendsl we prods= an admired public who cm make
well-informed decisions so thst technology will ensure a good quality of' life for all - worldwide.

(P2)

From Technology in Schools. HMI Report (1982) (definition used by Sam Anglian
Examination Board).

Technology is concerned with the klentificadon of the needs of nun aed the =leaver to satisfy
these suds by. the application of slum sod use of tumid 101011COS sod may. It is concerned
with solving problems where there is so right or wroog answer, only geod or bad solutions to a
problem. Technological khaki, requkes activities dot KO erentive and demanding, where the
laws mid principles of science, the coutraists of society sod economics we uplifted to probkins of
satisfying home needs. Teclmological behaviour involves watches mid techniques such as
system malysis, !noblest identificatioa, (kidskin making, plamdng, ideal communication and
solution evaluation, that are more than pure science or aaft.

A very similar defmition was adopted by HMI (1986) in A Survey of Technological Education
in Secondary Schook in Mid Glamorgan, South Glamorgan and Gwent.

From BLACK et al (1988) Technology Education Project 1985-1988.

The project saw Technology's role u the exploitation of all knowledge (both scientific and
noa-scientific) for emotive mid prodoctive activities in tbe interests d society. It is appreciated that
this eawatial and almost totally hierdisciplinery nature of technology was at variance with the
Mame discipline of die conventionsl school cure-Alum. %Atmore its basic processes of
dedpkg. making mid getting things done were at vwiance with the knowledge-based courses and
knowledge-recall criteria of traditions! exaninstions. (p5)

There is a sharp overhp but not mud klentity between 'Design' and 'Technology'. (p24)

From TVEI: Technology across the Curriculum: the technological process. Bedfordshire
Education Service (1987a).

The Technological Proceu is defined as:

(a) kkuification of a problem, opportunity or issue that can be solved or addressed through an activity
either using (in an active x passive way) modern technological equipment or requiring the
demonstration of skills to model an artefact or system involving technology;

(b) au anslysis of the issue and the planning/designing of a solution including the identification of the
resources Doodad okapi:meat that solution;

(c) the collection, or production or intespretadon of data necessary to solve the problem;

(d) the generation of ideas for sohnions and the selectica of an appropriate solution;

(e) the danonskadon of the eppropriate Will to either use modern technological equipment or model the
audio ce system involving appropriate technology;

(f) evaluation against the :pacification;

(g) in certain cases a seventh step may be appropriate; the development of a business activity to test the
product in a commercial setting.
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From Home Economics by any other name, New Home Economics, 3416, Geen and Daniels,
(1988).

These authors, using the School Technolo Forum (1986) definition as a starting point, de-
vised a set of ciboria by which may be characterised.

Technology implies a systematic stogy of the dear,, production and use of wtefacts, systems,
ithes cepessomeL

Technology aim includes processes or methods by which some objective is attained.

Technology is kapnatly employed to adept dte environment.

Technology reflects ow =waft (lathe for efficiency ie achievement of objectives for the
Wein= expeudiewe of time, tesomeen Mow and energy.

Technology's ultimate papose is to promose human well-being.
(Our emphasis)

Prom APU (1981) Understanding Design and Technology.

the ability of an indivklual pupil to control or fashion the material environment by personal
inttevendos in order to improve or enrich the quality ce life.

From ANON (1982) HMI spreads the gospel of technology, TES.

This article puts forward four criteria by which to assess or evaluate courses.

Courses must be conceened with controlling the environment to meet human need.

Pupils must be actively involved in designing and making or in devising working systems.

Problems dtould be considered which require the use of specific and other appropriate bsowledge.

PlIpiii MUM be helped to build up general understsnding of technological concepts especially those
relating to energy, control, materials and communication.

(Ow emphasis)

From 'WEI (1988) Technology for WEI.

The purpose of including tedsology in the curriculum for all students is to help them to develop
into anosomous stinks, regardless of mew, who we sufficiently knowledgeable and competent to
join in the peons of penonal, community and nadonel decision making and able to make their
own costibutions to the model sod economic viability of the country.

This document also provides a list of questions which schools and education authorities can ask
themselves when planning the integration of technological activities into the curriculum.
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APPENDIX 2

Some definitions of home economics

From DES (1985) Home Economics from 15-16.

The primary aim of teaching home economics [...) il 10 PrePare NMI and Orli for [...] everyday
livig and the adok responskilities of family life. All pupils [...) mquire to gain competence and
to make informed choices is maws of hygiene, sofety, health mid diet. (...) some will earn their
living caring for, feeding, clothing ad helping to shelter other people, (...1 as they are looidng
Oar themselves. Boys aid gide seed to lemn how to organise their time mid make use of available
=owes to best effect in mom to do with homes mid households, mid, although theory and
knowledge me important(...) they should be closely related to the performiice of practical teaks.

Much of the work (...) at every stage Mudd be of a practical and investigative num Pupils
should be eoccouraged to judge and improve their own performance as well as receiving the
nocessmy stimulus, guidance mid help from the teacher.

Teaching methods Should encourage the development of pupils' aitical and analytic,' skills and the
ability to trader knowledge and understaading intelligently from one situation to others.
Providing opportunities for pupils to think for themselves is essential if they are SO consolidate
lemming mid gain confidence in making die jodgements and decisiocs which will be required of
them in thily living.

From Cumming et.al (1985) Where Does the Proo f Lie?

These authors provide a definition which seeks to justify the inclusion of home economics in the
S3/4 curriculum.

Home economics is concerned with using and managing human and material resources for the
benefk of individuals, of futilities mid, where appropriate, of communities. It draws from at least
duee very different ways of knowing about the world - scientific, creative/aesthetic mid social. The
ways the subject is taught reflect the loge of methods used by the contnitutory disciplines. It has
social usefulness and relevance for pupils for it focuses on the home which lies within the current
or future experience of all young people. It aims to provide pupils with a coherent map of
knowledge, skills and values so that they can make informed decisions about key aspects of the
home.

From Institute of Home Economists (1983).

Home economics is

a study of the inter-relationships between the provision of food, clothing, shelter and related
services, and man's physical, economic, social and aesthetic needs in the context of the home.

From Higgins (1985) Don't be a dinosaur, TES, 19/4/85.

Home economics is an interdisciplinary subject, embracing the learning and application of theory,
principhs mid practice within its area. Through home economics pupils use the familiar situation
of the Imusehold and social poop as the platform from which to study the best use of physical and
material resources through* process of investigation, problem solving, interpretation of data and
informstion, management, use of money, actually 'doing', manipulative dexterity and awareness.
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APPENDIX 3

Alms and objectives of home economics courses

1 . From CCC's Curriculums Guidelines for Hone Economics S1/S2 (1987).

Home Economics courses for S 1/S2 pupils in Scotland should encourage pupils to be
adaptable, to gain in confidence and experience enjoyment

Courses should provide S1/S2 pupils with opponunities:

1. To develop their knowledge and skills through practical experiences which are related to
everyday life in the home.

2. their aeative, sensory and manipulative skills in areas of learning
with the home.

3. To experience personal satisfaction and a sense of achievement in the
successN1 execution of a task.

4. To select with reasons the most suitable materials, equipment and procedures
for some everyday tasks in the home.

5. To use selected materials, equipment and procedures correctly with due
attention to safety and hygiene.

6. To develop appropriate interpersonal skills through the context of shared
experiences and activities in the classroom related to the home.

7. To develop their awareness of similarities and differences in lifestyles and culture.

8. To develop their ability to organise and manage their own time and money.

9. To develop a sense of responsibility for their own actions and behaviour within
the family.

10. To become aware that there are services within the community to support the
everyday needs of the family.

2 . The Standard Grade Arrangements for Home Economics (SEB,
1987) provide the following statements of aims:

As a basis for course planning the ideas of the rationale of the subject have been
developed into aims suited to the needs of pupils in S3 and S4. These aims are designed
to reflect the contemporary nature of Home Economics, coupled to the needs of young
people, for an action based learning experience.

The aims represent an overall emphasis on skills, puticularly organisational skills. Skills
may be developed in a variety of ways, all based on practical situations, using a range of
approaches.

The aims are as follows:

1. To provide a sound basis of knowledge and skills which will stimulate and sustain an
interest in and enjoyment of Home Economics.

2. To develop the knowledge and skills required to enable young people to make
reasoned and informed decisions - decisions related to the organisation and
management of resources and human potential in order to satisfy the needs of
individuals within the family group.
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3. To develop an understanding of and give practice in the use of the principles
the critical choice, and the safe and informed use of equipment, materials

and

4. To provide meaningful experiences and upportunities for personal fulfilment in
creative, smeary and msnipulative skills.

5. To i yotmg people towards an understanding of the needs of different members of
Paul).

6 young people with organisadona skills necessary to meet the needs of
and family members within a rapidly changing society.

From these aims ten course objectives have been derived.

3 . Standard Grade Conroe Objectives

Within the ekments pupils will develop a number of sldlls. These skills are
prescribed in tams of the Course Objectives listed below and will sem as reference
points fiom which teachers will develop their own courses.

Knowledge and Understanding.

1 . To acquire a knowledge of facts, terminology, concepts and principles.

2. To use facts, terminology, concepts and principles.

Handling Wortnation.

3 . To interpret infomiation presented in a variety of forms.

4 . To select, from reference sources, information relemint to given specification.

5 . To draw a conclusion from information.

Practical and Organisational Skills.

6. To acquire manipulative skills.

. To carry out a practical task.

8 . To plan a course of action.

9. To carry out a planned course of action.

10. To evaluate a course of action.

Intrinsic to this elanait will be the provision of opportunities to apply principles of safe
and hygienic practice and of opportunities to develop creative aspects.

4 . All GCSE home economics courses must work towards the following
aims.

To develop pupils' awareness of the inter-relationships within homc economics.

To incluse pupils' understanding of the physical, social, emotional, intellectual and
aesthetic needs of people which change throughout life according to circumstances.

To develop the qualities of sensitivity and aesthetic appreciation needed to create and
maintain a personal environment, as distinct from the total environment.
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To develop an understanding of interdependence and interaction within family andcommunity in the setting of a cultnally, socially and economically diverse society.

To develop the knowledge and skills required for the effective organisation and
onnageinent of family resources, in relation to the needs and life-styles of &Limbers.

To foster an appreciation of the concern of all syllabuses in home economics withthe achievements of both short-term and long-term goals (eg a meal can satisfy
immediate hunger while contributing to the achievement of a diet conducive to goodhealth).

To enable rpils so become adaptable to rapid technological changes and the growthof scientific law/ledge.

To develop an awareness of the implications and applications of technology in thehome and to develop competence in its use.

To enable pupils to appreciate the consumer situation, and to assess the
effectiveness and validity of claims made by advertisers.

To support the aims of the whole curriculum by fostering inventiveness, originality,aeativity and academic rigour.

To stimulate and sustain an interest in and enjoyment of home economics.

To develop an awareness of relevant mandatory and other necessary safetyiequvements.
GCSE The National Criteria, DES and Welsh Office (1985).

The GCSE aims were amplified as follows in an Open University teachers'guide (1986):

The aim of GCSE courses in home economics is to help students of both sexes tolead effective lives as individuals and as mambas of a family and community within
the context ci a culturally, socially and economically diverse society.

Home economics is an integrated field of study. What unifies the subject is not thecontent, but the inter-relationships between the study of the four major areas:family, food, home and textiles.

These inter-relationships are revealed through the study of a number of commonthemes: human development, health, safety, efficiency, values, aesthetics, andinteraction with the environment.

Home Economics is an applied subject, and is concerned with both theory andpractice. The thecretical nature derives from the perception of family, food, homeand textiles as mauves. The practical nature derives from the need to manage theseresources in practicrl situations. (SEC and OU, 1986)

The definition of home economics in the National Criteria focuses on an
approach in which problem solving, the use of design briefs,t=aptrojnalects and the construction of products are all part of the subject area. Itwould not be apywriatc to learn about, for ,..t. le, fabrics or nutrients without

inference at some point to their applicability to y and home.

As we have seen, the definitionof the subject also draws attention to the important
link between provision and need.
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6 . A sample syllabus for the first GCSE examination in 1988 in Home
ecoaocs: home and food (1986) is clearly based on the general aims.

The aims of a course of study leading to the examination will be:

To develop pupils' awareness of the inter-relationships within home economics.

To develop the knowledge and skills required for the effective organisation and
management of family resources, in relation to the needs and lifestyle of members.

To enable p*ls to become adaptable to rapid technological changes and the growth
of sa.'& knowkdge.

To develop an awareness of the implications and applications of technogy in the
home and develop competence in its use.

To develop an understanding of interdependence and interaction within family and
community in the setting of a culunally, socially and economically diverse society.

To foster an appreciation of the concern of all syllabuses in home economics with
the achievements of both short-term and long-term goals.

To increase pupils' understanding of the needs of people which change throughout
life accorcrmg to circumstances.

To develzepoupls' ability to weigh evidence and make and justify decisions in the
light of

To swan the aims of the whole curriculum by fostering inventiveness, originality,
creativhy and academic rigour.

To stimulate and sustain an interest in the enjoyment of home economics.

To develop an awareness of relevant mandatory and other necessary safety
requirements. Northern Examining Association

7 . Standard Grade: essential knowledge.

(from Revised Arrangements in Home Economics, p13)

5.1 To meet the demands of national certification, all courses must include, and develop from,
the knowledge in the statCMCIUS in 5.2. This knowledge, which extends over all three
contexts, will be an integral part of the course and will be reflected and deployed beyond
the element of Knowledge and Understanding in the processes of Handling Information
and Practical and Organisational Skills.

The essential knowledge has been selected carefully to ensure suitability for all pupils,
from varying social, economic and cultural backgrounds. Similarly, the items will be
equally capable of being taught in schools throughout the country where conditions and
circumstances differ considerably.

The essential knowledge identified does not set out limits for the facts and experiences on
the bssis of which courses will be planned. It should be an integral feature throughout the
course rather than confined to one part of it. Essential knowledge will be assessed only
within one element, that of Knowledge and Understanding, though it will be used as a
basis for some of the assessment within the other elements.

The essential knowledge is the same for all levels. Differentiation should be made
through pupils' performance as measured by the Grade Related Criteria.
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5.2 The essential knowledge is as follows:

Eating a variety of foods contributes to good health.

Individuals have vmying dietary needs.

Current dietary advice shouM be considered in relation to good health.

Safe practices are important in the use of resources and procedures.

Design features are an important consideration in the choice of materials and equipment.

Individuals ad families have different physical needs.

Management of personal and household expenditure depends on priorities.

3 . Higlier Grade Home Economics (Revised Arrangements).

Rationale and Aims

The purpose of home economics at the senior stages of the secondary school is to
prepare young people in important skills of living, whether as individuals or
members of a family. These skills are of value in the establishment and
development of a stable home environment and in preparing young people for
employment opportunities and involvement in the community.

Home economics offers a variety of learning experiences which allow the
development of these skills.

gical terms, the skills can be identified as cognitive, creative, management
em solving, and also as technological.*

The development and integration of these skills can be pursued trot:0 a study of
the management of resources. Resource management offers scope for a range of
interpretations which can be matched to the maturity, interest and ability of
candxlates of both sexes, and can be applied in a home or vocational context.

Home economics is concerned with social, economic and technological change as it
affects individuals and families in coniemporary society. The emphasis in the
revised course on process-based learning and transferable-skills allows the
flexibility which is required to make a ready response to such change.

The course, giving a high priority to problem solving as a creative process and an
integrated activity, demonstrates the characteristics of a technological mode of
experience. The concern of the subject with identifying and responding to human
needs confirms its position in this mode. Through mu: and investigation during
the course, candidates should endeavour to ascertain aow these needs could be met
by the systematic application of appropriate skills and knowledge.

In widition, the course offers opportunities for practical experience in using new
technologies and contributes to candidates' confidence in these areas. The inclusion
of such experiences helps to overcome the acknowledged indifference of some
female ca,v4kttes to technology in the wider sense.

* See The PlaCC of Technology in the Secondary Curriculum: a COSE discussion paper
(Consultative Committee on the Curriculum, 1985).
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In common with other subjects, the course contributes to personal development In
recognition of the growing maturity of candidates the course offers cpertunities to

a range of study skills and encourages a structured approach to
lemming.

-4 .- .1

..1 I

9 Revised Higher Grade Home Economics - Aims.

The following aims have been derived from the rationale and offer a basis for course
planning.

a To provide opportunities which will allow the acquisition of knowledge and
understanding of the factors which influence the choices and decisions made by
individuals and fams.

b To develop skills.of analysis and evaluation through a study of the materials and
ICK11110:11 for the identification of, and responses to, the physical and social
needs of and families.

within

To develop the management skills necessary for the effective use of materials and
resources and for the application of these skill&

To demonstrate a positive response to social and technological change.

an awareness of the interdependence of different members and groups

To offer 'ties to use practical skills for creative and investigatory purposes
through . " " solving and technological activitie&

To offer opportunities for personal development in the areas of initiative,
bility, co-operation and adaptability and to encourage a positive attitude totk.I UI

I II 6.1
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APPENDIX 4.1

How hone economics could provide opportunities for pupils to experience
each of Black and Harrison's three dimensions of technology education.
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Facts alone are insufficient to papaw people for adult life. Pupils need to develop
a critical awareness and understanding in order to operate successfully in a modem
technological society. In home economics pupils' awareness is developed by:

EXPLORING aspects of the nature and role of technology in society
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EVALUATING the impact of information technology and control technology
in household management systems

ANALYSING criteria for informed consumer choice, fitness for purpose,
quality, form and function of design, ergonomic efficiency,
health and safety

ENCOURAGING development of personal valaes, judgement, aesthetic,
economic and social considerations

STIMULATING ability to appraise critically technological change

Based on Page 4 The Place of Home Economics inTechnology, NATHE, 1988
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APPENDIX 5: Open University Courses in technology

The first of these, Living with Technology: a course for teachers (ET217) provides a general
background in technology along with ideas about its role in schools. Based on the Technology
Fowsdation course (Living with Technology - 7101) it covers seven topics: the home,
communication, energy, resources, food, health and the effects of micro-electronics on
employment Many of these topics would be relevant to home economics teachers and would
help to raise their awareness of technology. Another course on offer is Technology in
Secondary Schools(PT539) which comes in the form of a study pack (£18.77) which should be
ideal for those interested in introducing technology into their school or into an authority's in-
service provision. There is also a conversion course Technology and Education (ET517) for
those who have already taken course T101 as part of their undergraduate studies. It comprises
three texts: Technological Education; Case Studies; Technology, Society and Education.
Together with course T101 this course forms part of the Advanced Diploma in Technology in
Schools which is eligible for subsidy. It is designed to be of particular interest to science, craft
design and technology and home economics teachers. It lasts for a minimum of two years and
comprises two parts. (see table below)

Open University's Advanced Diploma Technology in Schools'

PART A ET217 Living with technology
ET517 Conversion course: Technology and education

(This is for those students who have already passed T101 'Liviz.b
with Technology' as part of their undergraduate course).

PART B ROUTE 1 ROUTE 2

MODULE 1

Design, process and products

MODULE 2

ET887

Food production systems

MODULE 2

ET 897
Instrumentation

MODULE 3

Manufacturing

MODULE 4

Application of what has gone before to the technology curriculum
design - (across subjects or as a separate course). The curriculum
to include: problem solving, design, creativity and cognitive
processes, pupil attitudes and values, teaching methods, assessment.
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APU

CCC

cur
COSE

oar
CSO

DES

GCSE

OTC

HMI

RBA

INSET

IBA

MBO

NAME
NC

OU

PICKUP

RSA

SCCC

SCDS

SCE :

SCOTVEC :

SCRE

SEAC

SEB

SEC

SED

TAC

TEST
TS

TVEI

:

:

:

:

Abbreviations used in the text

Assessment of Paformance Unit

Consultative Committee on the Curriculum

Craft, Desip and Technology

Committee on Secondary Education

Committee on Technology

Central Support Group

Deportment efildiscados snd Science

Gamed Certificate el Secondary Education

Oatral Teach* Council
Her Makiesty's Inspectorate

Inner London Education Audit:why

In-Service Madan and Training

Local Educadon Audiodty

Midas& &mining Group
National Association of Teachers of Home Economics

Nadonal Oardficate

Open Univasity

Professional, Industrial and Commercial Updating

Royal Society of Arts

Scottish Consultative Committee on The Curriculum

Scottish Curricula's Development Service

Scottish Certificate of Education

Scottish Vocational Education Council

Scottish Council for Research in &location

Schools Examined= and Assessment Council

Scottish Examination Booed

Secondary Exarninations Council

Scottish Educadon Department

Task -Action-Capablity

TVEI Related In-Savice 'Itaining

Tedmological Studies
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